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MSRB Enhances EMMA Alerts Tool.
Washington, DC – Investors and others who track municipal bonds with email alerts from the
Electronic Municipal Market Access (EMMA®) website can now further customize their notifications
and see more detail about the securities they follow.

As part of an ongoing effort to improve the usability of its EMMA website, the Municipal Securities
Rulemaking Board (MSRB) has enhanced EMMA’s automated email alerts so that users can specify
the types of continuing disclosure filings to trigger a notification. For example, an investor can
choose to receive email alerts only when new audited financial statements or notices of bond calls
are posted. Previously, users could opt to receive alerts for every financial disclosure or all event
filings for one or more securities but could not narrow their selection to specific documents or
events.

EMMA’s automated alerts have also been improved to include more useful details about the relevant
bond and its associated trade activity or filing that triggered the alert.

“Thousands of investors and other EMMA users rely on the alerts feature to stay up to date with the
latest available information on their securities,” said MSRB Executive Director Lynnette Kelly.
“These enhancements allow users to be more selective about the types of alerts they wish to receive
and provide more descriptive information about the nature of the alert.”

EMMA alerts are available for trade activity and when new disclosure documents are filed for one or
more securities. Disclosure filings include annual financial information that provides an updated
view of the issuer’s financial health and notices of events that can have an impact on the bonds. To
access EMMA alerts, create a free MyEMMA account on the EMMA website.

The MSRB is continuing to consider additional changes to the alerts function to support website
performance and usability. For unlimited real-time access to trade data and disclosure filings, the
MSRB offers paid subscription services.

The MSRB’s EMMA website is the official source of data and disclosure documents on more than one
million outstanding municipal securities. The MSRB operates the EMMA website in support of its
mission to protect investors, state and local governments, and the public interest by promoting a fair
and efficient municipal market.
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